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DRAMA IN THE MEDICAL WORLD
By J. A. Morrill

Under our great enterprise economy, famed for its industrial wealth, its cartels, 
its pover politics, its kickbacks, and billion dollar grants to buy anti-communist 
friends, there have emerged wealthy and powerful political action associations. These 
are organized for the purpose of safe guarding and advancing the material welfare of 
their membership through co-operative action. These organizations maintain highly paid 
lobbyists in the nation's capital to prevent the passage of legislation they regard as 
inimical to. their interests, and work for the passage of legislation favorable to 
their interests. The public interests seldom receive any consideration.

Outstanding among these behemoths of political skullduggery is the American Med
ical Association, probably the most powerful because its tentacles reach out from the 
capital into every town and city in the United States, holding in their hands the pow
er of life and death. Too often the angel of death haunts the hospital corridors where 
patients suffering from the most cruel diseases are being treated.

We are not criticizing those individual members of the AMA who lead dedicated 
lives, and give generously of their time and skill often at personal expense. We are 
discussing the problem of cancer, and our criticism is that of the high command of the 
AMA responsible for its policy. In this field, individual AMA members have been placed 
in straight jackets. It seems quite apparent the only weapons they are permitted in 
the fight against cancer to use, are those three recognized as standard by the high 
command. These are tiie surgeon's knife, X-ray treatments, and radium. Cobalt is also 
sometimes used. Some case histories reveal that these forms sometimes spread cancer 
instead of stopping it. Incredible as it may seem, no further research is being made 
to find other successful treatment. The American Cancer Society not withstanding all 
the millions of dollars tossed into its lap by the trusting public, as yet has nothing 
to offer except its shop worn slogan, "Come through with a check and a checkup" which 
literally means that surgery is the answer. Surgery, popular with the profession be
cause it brings fatter fees, sometimes brings about a cure, but it proves to be only 
a temporary one in many cases.

Outside the AMA, independent doctors, realizing the futility of surgery, X-rays, 
and radium as a cure for cancer, that chemotherapy must hold the answer; and therefore 
have been conducting research and experimentation in this field. Over the past years 
they have come up with some remarkable effective treatments for this disease. All of 
these have been effectively supressed in the U.S.A. by the AMA using their chore boy 
the F.D.A. and the P.H.S. Until today, patients had to journey either to Canada or to 
Mexico to obtain these advanced forms of treatment.

This almost incredible story is just now coming into the public view in books, 
giving the intimate stories of the persecution of the promoters, outstanding among 
which are the Dr. Hoxey medication, Dr. Koch’s Glyoxlide, Dr. Lincoln's treatment, Kre- 
biozen, and Laetrile. Also from Canada came Dr. Hett's serum formula. We will touch 
here just briefly upon the struggle that these men had against overwhelming odds.
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HOXEY
Dr. Harry Hoxey operated a cancer clinic in Dallas, Texas, coming into the 

light in 19̂ 9• He really got under the skin cf the AKA because thousands of patients 
flocked into his clinic and a remarkably high percentage were cured. Dome arrived on 
stretchers and left by their own power. The Senator Tobey investigating committee vis
ited the clinic and gave it the green light. He won a liable suit against Dr. Fishbein, 
Secretary of the AMA, but his victory was short lived, for while he was hailed into court 
and tried on technical grounds, he was also deprived of his licence to practice. We 
understand that today he is operating a clinic in Mexico. A former patient of Dr. Hox- 
ey’s, a post surgery case, given a new hold on life, told this writer that the outstand
ing feature at the Hoxey clinic was the atmosphere of cheerfulness and optimism which 
prevailed among both patients and attendants. The former went there with the convic
tion that they would get well, and most of them did,
KOCH

William F, Koch M.D. professor of histology and physiology at the University of 
Michigan was one of the first non-conformists to attract the ire of the AMA. A member 
of the old school of medicine had made a study of cancer, its cause and treatment his 
life work. In 1918 he developed Glyoxylide an oxidative catalyst as a treatment for 
cancer. Given intramuscularly and reacting in the blood stream as a catalyst, it broke 
down and then destroyed the toxins upon which the cancer virus fed, and thus weakened 
the virus itself. This treatment at the same time broke down oxidation. The success 
of this treatment is revealed in its wide spread use by independent doctors in many 
states from the Atlantic to the Pacific. About this time, Dr. Koch was twice tried 
in the federal courts on charges originating with the AMA of the fraudulent misrepre
sentation of his remedy. In his defense, he presented on the witness stand an impres
sive array of doctors, nurses, attendants, treated patients, and relatives all testi
fying to the good affects of his treatment. At both of these trials, the jury refused 
to convict, and therefore action by the AMA banning Glyoxylide brought an end to the use 
of this useful drug in the curing of cancer. Discouraged, he went to Brazil at the invi
tation of the government there to head their public health service in wiping out jungle 
fever.
LINCOLN

The Dr. Lincoln treatment for cancer made headlines and the Congressional Record 
when Senator Charles Tobey of New Hampshire, in his speech early in 1950 announced that 
his son Charles Tobey, Jr. had been cured of cancer at the Lincoln Center at Medford, 
Massachusetts. The treatment was described as an inhalater and a bacteriological 
phage. These terms sounded quackish to AMA ears, as indeed they branded him a quack. 
Nevertheless, this remarkable treatment did work in the cure of cancer.
LAETRILE

Dr. Ernest J. Krebs, Sr. of San Francisco spent thirty years of his life during his 
practice of medicine in the study, research, and experimentation trying to find a real 
cure for cancer. During the last ten years, his son Dr. Krebs, Jr. gave almost his 
entire life to this work. In studying the reports of other researchers he came across 
a report issued by Dr. John Beard of Edinburgh, Scotland revealing a new theory as to 
the origin of cancer to the effect that both the origin and cure lie within the human 
body as the Unitarian-trophoblastic cell theory. This cell in its form is a duplicate 
of the cancer cell itself, but its primary function is to Rive sustenance to the em
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bryo during its first fifty-six tdays, after which it io destroyed by the enzymes through 
the periodic gland failure, in which the cell would be receptive to malignancy. The r 
treatment then is duplicated by the enzymes originating with the pancreatic glands.

This chemical element was found in the pits of apricots, a type of cyanide which 
effectively controlled the cancer cells, but had to be combined with another element 
to prevent injury to the surrounding tissues. This he found, and the finished serum 
was called laetrile. For the first test on humans, he took an injection into his blood 
stream and found that he had been successful. There were no harmful side effects. In 
1958, having been denied the green light by the AMA, in spite of favorable tests that 
were submitted, laetrile came to the attention of the McNaughton Laboratories in Mon
treal, Canada. Canadian doctors experimenting with this new remedy, were amazed with 
the favorable results that were obtained. Today, the McNaughton Laboratories are pro
ducing this new serum, and it is available under prescription from qualified physicians.
KREBIOZEN

Krebiozen, the most recent cancer treatment and probably the most controversial 
of them all, came to the public attention when presented to the FDA for the green light 
in the U.S.A. This medication, also based on the theory of the origin and treatment 
originating within the human body, began with Dr. Stevan Durovic in Yugoslavia. It is 
extracted from hormones and enzymes found in the blood stream of horses, and submitted 
in the form of a powder from which the serum was made. Dr. Durovic came to Chicago in 
19̂ 9 on the advice that he consult with Dr. Andrew C. Ivy of the University of Illinois 
who rated high in American Pathology and held many degrees from institutions of higher 
learning. In Dr. Ivy's report, he stated that tumor growth was arrested in 52$ of 293̂  
patients who took Krebiozen —  95$ of whom were in the terminal or last ditch stage prior 
to that treatment. He also said that only 12$ do not improve. In other reports, pa
tients claim that their pain goes away. Doctors who have used it say that tumors go 
down and that the patients appetite improves. In spite of these impressive reports, 
the FDA ignored case histories that were presented, and based their verdict on their 
own so called laboratory tests to the affect that Krebiozen has no value in the treat
ment of cancer. However, the last chapter has not yet been written in the story of 
Krebiozen.
HETT /

The most tragic figure in this unfolding drama, is that of Canadian born Dr. J.
E. Eett. He spent more than fifty years of his life as a general practitioner and 
dedicated his life and work to the study of the cause and cure of cancer. He started 
his research work about the year 1903. In 1911 he went to Europe to compare notes with 
researchers there and to study their methods. In 1931 he produced and began using his 
formula, a serum given interveinously. By 1953 he had published a book entitled, "Can
cer, Its Causes, Prevention, and The New Treatment". It was a summing up of his life's 
work in that field. By 1950, Dr. Hett was still practicing medicine, and his remedy 
was used only to some extent in the Pacific Coastal area. It was during the same year 
that this writer contacted a French doctor practicing in San Diego. Dr. Couche, then . 
in his eightieth year, who had been associated with Dr. Hett in the treatment of his 
cancer patients, told of a remarkable record of cures and relief of pain in the treat
ment of many cases. This was even in cases where the virus had invaded the bone struc
ture . Meanwhile, the AMA had taken notice of this treatment and resolved that it must 
come to an end. The closing chapter to Dr. Hett's long and useful life of dedicated 
service to the relief of human suffering is summed up in a quotation from a letter 
written May 7, 1961f from a prominent L.A. physician who was using the Dr. Hett formula
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*in 1950. "It may interest you to know that Dr. Hett was severely persecuted and Jailed 
and had to fight to clear his name because he was using this treatment. I visited Dr. * 
Hett four times and was very impressed with his method. Unfortunately, the Medical 
profession of today considers everything except the standard methods as "Quackery" and 
makes it almost impossible for a doctor who is a member of the AMA to practice anything 
except the standard method which unfortunately does not always produce uniform results 
in the cure for cancer.'

This climaxing episode brought to an end the professional career of Dr. Hett. His 
only crime being that his life saving medication, produced in Canada, had strayed across 
the border into the forbidden domain of the AKA who wanted no cure for cancer outside of 
their own hands . He had been approached by some American interests offering a consid
erable sum for the exclusive use of his formula. This the Dr. declined, fearing the 
adulteration or sabotaging of his remedy. There is no question as to the effectiveness 
of this treatment. In this book, Dr. Hett quoted several case histories with almost 
uniform results. First the relief of pain, then the checking of the virus. It also 
was a test for the presence of the malignancy of cancer. For as the first injection 
of the serum produced immediate chills and fever where there was a malignancy. So far 
as we know, this serum perished with the death of Dr. Hett.

The outstanding revelation presented here is that a well financed, well organized 
group for political action can acquire greater power and influence than the government 
itself. Not only did the AMA suppress the distribution of these effective cancer cures 
in the U.S.A. but there was the case of the Senator Tobey investigating committee headed 
by Attorney Eenedict FitzGerald and staffed by recognized specialists in the field of 
chemistry and pathology. After an exhaustive investigation of the various cancer rem
edies in use in the early 1950's they gave the green light to the Hoxey cancer clinic, 
Koch glyoxylide, Drosnes-Lazehbey, Lincoln, Inhalent therapy and Krebiozen. Their re
port, turned over to Senator John Bricker who had succeeded Senator Totey, was never 
presented to the U.S. Senate Body. Why not? Copies of the report however have been • '~ 
made for the public in pamphlets and booklets.

I would like to call the attention of my fellow BSRA friends to the measure intro
duced by Senator Paul Douglas of Illinois. This Bill, Senate Resolution 101, publicly 
challenged the Federal Food and Drug Administration's Competency and honesty of purpose 
on the Senate floor, and submitted 80 pages of documentary to support his accusations.
I would suggest that you write to your Senator urging passage on this bill.

Also, I bring to the attention of our readers, what promises to be a nation wide 
organization called the International Association Cancer Victims and Friends and ded
icated to the right of life. Their purpose is to secure the qualified medical doctor 
the right to use whatever therapy for cancer that he deems advisable and which his 
patients may request. This organization is headed by Cecle Pollock Hoffman of kjk2 63rd 
St. San Diego, California 92115»

Mrs. Hoffman knows whereof she speaks. She was a victim of the standard treatment 
used by the AMA doctors. This was unsuccessful, the virus became active again and she b 
became a terminal case, with one foot in the grave. Happily she learned of the treat
ment called Laetrile, but she had to go to Montreal, Canada to get the treatment. For
tunately, she had the means to get there and was cured. For further information 
concerning this project, write to Mrs. Hoffman directly. Enclose 25  ̂to cover for the 
expense of her brochure entitled, "If It Is True That Cancer Can Be Controlled, Why 
Isn't It?"

* * *
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HOW TO DEAL WITH MX JET Y, PSYCHIC ATTACK 
AND OTHER EMOTIONAL PROBIEMS
By The Yada di Shi'ite

Once in a while an occult scientist 
would visit one of the early Mark 
Probert Seances, and would ask pene
trating questions which drew profound 
and thought-provoking answers from 
the leader of the Inner Circle. Such 
was the Seance of October 1952. (BSRA .
9-C, Transcripts 16 thru 20)

- - I would like to know about anxiety. I would like to know about the method of tem
pering anxiety.
YADA: You are living in strenuous times, so you say, but if you look back you will 
find there was never a time it was not strenuous. Always a time when things were bet
ter. Why? Eecause it is only natural to forget pain and remember pleasure. If we 
want to live more comfortably we must first try to think more. Many individuals are 
averse to change. They walk about and it is classified as zombiism.

What is it that is so entirely important that destroying your own self is needed? 
You say 'I have all those things but I have not enough of green god'. So if we are 
not provided with enough substance we create pressure on the nervous system, muscles; 
pretty soon nervous system not work, heart feels badly, and then you pass away and 
leave everything here, leave wife here, house, children, still there with the same 
problem that has been your difficulty. If you would think this way you must realize 
that you have time to do all that is necessary in the hours that you work. Work a 
certain amount of. hours and no more. Then go and have a change, working in what you 
call play, for that is work but is more pleasant and you relax completely and you say 
to your mind —  tell your muscles to relax —  and you search around for the various 
muscles. Now in doing this you cannot think of tomorrow or the next hour or two so 
you think only of muscles and tendons —  to relax nerves —  to quiet down and stop 
beating your body to death. Fifteen minutes every day and you will not have to go 
to a psychiatrist, and you will, not have to go early to the undertaker.

Now man necessarily fears that which is called death, but in my language there is 
no term for death. The word is life —  and that is consciousness. And you must seek 
to keep, to stay conscious in all that you do. You may go into what is called the 
sleep state but this does not mean that you are unconscious —- it means simply that 
your state of awareness has stepped to another field of action, and if you can hold 
your consciousness right on through to the dream state, then you may also travel all t 
through space time. Now because I am aware of your interest in what is called pro
jection —  in the dream state there is no aka cord attachment when one makes free into 
the dream world and then enters the physical awareness still in the dream body. There 
is no aka cord. What do you think of what I have 6aid so far?
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- - I know it all —  can we consciously know it?.
9

YADA: But you cannot do it? Do you know why? On coining into the physical world you 
create for yourself a sense body end in this sense body lies the attribute of what is 
called hypnosis. Suggestion and senses. All of them are subject consistently to sug
gestion and so you have taken this suggestion, and not only you but the greater majority 
have taken the suggestions that you cannot do this or that. You can do it. If you can 
then you can live, and the best way to live is to clear your consciousness that you can
not do this or that. Give this to yourself. Many want to live our lives for us but no 
one wants to pay for it. All of life in the physical world is a matter of suggestion.

Sometimes that which is called the mind —  controller or psyche —  wants to es
cape from the tyranny of the physical world and the pressure that is brought to bear 
on the physical machine, it does that by closing off the communication with the phys
ical vehicle. Perhaps only in that part you will have a breakdown. A disease which 
in time will attack the whole organism.
- - I have a genuine interest in knowing —  is there any value in this psychotherapy?
-  Are these real memories?
YADA: They are real memories. In that which is called spirit communication which is 
what we are now doing, there is really no two worlds, only one world. You are living 
in it and so am I. It is consciousness, this is a creation of the one world. A mani
festation of the one world. And many things come to take place in its endless forms 
of phenomena. By that I mean to say a medium or sensitive can csuse himself to become 
in rapport with a thought form created by another, or created by himself, and then 
a certain part of his mind, his thinking mind, will close off, and not tell him that it 
is his own creation and this creation can attack him.

You can create a thought form that is so solid you can make out of this a ser
vant, or you can turn it into what you call a devil and it can attack you. You are so 
many of you interested in what you call sex —  you can create a thought form that you 
can be attacked by sexually. You can also call upon a discarnate being and carry on 
sexual relations with that one. You may not possibly say the inner truths to the 
general masses, for they would abuse them. The power of man as a creator is beyond your 
present fondest dreams. You can contact and converse with the dreams of the so-called 
dead, for there are no dead except those that refuse to learn. You go into sleep state- 
your sleeping body can communicate with beings in my world —  in the highest realms.
They can move to or go to also into a form of sleep, and go into your world and com
municate with you, and they can do it consciously or you can do it consciously. It 
is better for you all to do it consciously.
- - The technique of control of discarnate beings —  why can some of them be under 
control and not others? How would you suggest a more dominant control of other 
discarnate beings in the projected state?
YADA: I would like to understand you fully so I can be careful what I say, because 
it is serious. I do not want to say anything that may lead astray. Do you have 
wish to control or dominate another's psyche?
- - Not necessarily. But for the advancement of knowledge and experimental work»
YADA: I would suggest that you not try to control, but that you permit that one to 
control. Wait for his permission to do, but not even then, not unless this one has a
October 1964 RR, Page 6



complete understanding of what you are attempting to do.
- - But there are times when other discarnate personalities wish to control you, and if 
you do not wish them to control you, how can you control them so they cannot control you?
YADA: That is better. Psychic self-protection. First always keep control of yourself. 
Keep a positive thought —  do not let your mind keep a negative thought at all. In this 
you are constantly making suggestion for proper control —  to protect yourself. And 
this may seem like superstition originating out of beings somewhere called savage tribes
-  By the use of mantrams —  there are certain words you can use and passes with hands 
you can make that will keep all outside entities from your body. Have you tried any 
mantrams?
- - But it has to do with conscious control in the projected state. We know that through 
the power of suggestion we can control our destiny —  we can control many things —  but 
there are many times when the power of suggestion refuses to move certain discarnate 
beings and I apparently have no control over them, so I know there are other ways and 
means.
YADA: It is because they know more of the law than you do. First you must have full 
control of your own conscious will. When another wishes to stand in your way, or attack 
you —  you go to the attack —  you move toward them —  even though they may stand their 
ground. And you walk them down —  for you know the full power, the full law, not only 
no other discarnate but no other projected being can stand in your way. Have you tried 
the use of breath upon these?
- - No, I haven't.
YADA: It is one of the greatest forces for destroying that which is before you and is 
opposing you. It is the force of breath and you picture in the mind this universal force 
which has brought all into being —  you picture this as a destroying force —  as a force 
of fear —  and you go like this (blowing out his breath and thrusting it out before him 
with his hands). —  In your time, what you call time, in my civilization there came 
among the people a little beggar boy who turned out to be sent to try to save Yuh civ
ilization. He used breath to perform many of his so-called feats of magic - - which 
is not mysterious, it is a natural way, but man today in your world knows not in this.
He has lost so many of his powers. Breath-Brahma —  the essence of life —  of creation 

you use it. I will tell you more. I will talk to the boy (Mark Probert) and he
will write it and send it to you........ Concentrate only on love —  on understanding
one another. You will go long, long way in what is called consciousness.

* * *

POLISH PROPHET NAMES HARMONY GROVE
"Bill Pomeroy, the San Francisco construction tycoon who is on a 

world cruise aboard his yacht, Nwreus, dropped anchor a few days ago in 
the Polish port of Danzig. Just before he left, a letter written by a 
Pole living in nearby Gdynia was smuggled aboard. Written in laborious 
longhand, it read: "»Dear sir —  Thank you very much for the visit with 
yacht beautiful Nereus. Dear sir, it is better abandon California, in 
1967 it will be total under water. Only in Harmony Grove, near Escondido 
-- salvation^ They know something in Gdynia we dont?" This item appear
ed in Herb Caen*s column for August 5, 1964 in the San Francisco 
"Chronicle". We have no Associates in Poland or any Communist country!
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"THE ART OF TRUE HEALING"
By Dr. Israel Regardie

Students of Occult Science, and espe
cially those of the Kabala, can he 
thankful that Dr. Regardie brought the 
rituals of the Order of the Golden 
Dawn with him to the U.S. in the 1930's, 
and sold them to Aries Press in Chi
cago, as this material is a mine of oc
cult information. Lately, this English 
ex-Kabalist has chosen to reissue his 
"Art of True Healing", based on Kaba- 
listic Science, and has favored us with 
a review copy. Below is the first chap
ter.

Within every man and woman is a force which directs and controls the entire course 
of life. Properly used, it can heal every affliction and ailment to which mankind is 
heir. Every single religion affirms this fact. All forms of mental or spiritual heal
ing, no matter under what name they travel, premise the same thing. Even psycho-analy
sis employs this power, though indirectly, using the popular word libido. For the cri
tical insight and understanding which it brings to bear upon the psyche releases ten
sions of various kinds, and through this release the healing power latent within and 
natural to the human system operates more freely. Each of these systems undertakes to 
teach its devotees technical methods of thinking or contemplation or prayer such as will, 
according to the a priori terms of their own philosophies, renew their bodies and trans
form their whole environment. None or few of them however, actually fulfil in a com
plete way the high promise made at the outset. There seems but little understanding of 
the practical means whereby the spiritual forces underlying the universe and permeating 
the entire nature of man may be utilized and directed towards the creation of a new 
heaven and a new earth. Naturally, without universal co-operation, such an ideal is 
impossible for all mankind. Nevertheless, each one for himself may commence the task 
of reconstruction.

"How, then," is the crucial question, "are we to become aware of this force? What 
are its nature and properties? What is the mechanism whereby we can use it?"

As I have said before, different systems have evolved widely differing processes by 
which the student might divine the presence of such a power. Meditation, prayer, in
vocation, emotional exaltation, and demands made at random upon the universe or the 
Universal Mind, have been a few of such methods. In the last resort, if we ignore petty 
details of a trivial nature, all have this in common. By turning the fiery penetrant 
power of the mind inwards upon itself, and exalting the emotional system to a certain 
pitch, we may bc-come aware of previously unsuspected currents of force. Currents, more
over, almost electric in their interior sensation, healing and integrating in their 
effect.

It is the willed use of such a force that is capable of bringing health to body 
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and mind. When directed it acts magnet-like. By this, I mean that it attracts to whom
soever employs these methods just those necessities of life, material or spiritual, that 
he urgently requires or which are needed for his further evolution.

Fundamentally, the underlying idea of the mental healing systems is this. In the 
ambient atmosphere surrounding us and pervading the structure of each minute body cell 
is a spiritual force. This force is omnipresent and infinite. It is present in the 
most infinitesimal object as it is in the most proportion-staggering nebula or island 
universe. It is this force which is life itself. Nothing in the vast expanse of space 
is dead. Everything pulsates with vibrant life. Even the ultra-microscope particles 
of the atom are alive; in fact, the electron is a crystallization of its electric pow
er.

This life force being infinite it follows that man must be saturated —  permeated 
through and through with spiritual force. It constitutes his higher self, it is his . 
link with godhead, it is God in man. Every molecule in his physical system must be 
soaked with its dynamic energy. Each cell in the body contains it in its plenitude.
Thus we are brought face to face with the enormous problem underlying all disease.
The enigmatical problem of nervous depletion.

What is fatigue? How can there be depletion if vitality and cosmic currents of ' 
force daily pour through man, simply saturating his mind and body with its power? Pri
marily, it is because he offers so much resistance to its flow through him that he be
comes tired and ill, the conflict finally culminating in death. How is puny man able 
to defy the universe? Nay more, offer resistance and opposition to the very force 
which underlies, and continually evolves in the universe? The complacency and confusion 
of his mental outlook, the moral cowardice by which he was reared, and his false per
ception of the nature of life —  these are the causes of resistance to the inward flow 
of the spirit. That this is unconscious is no logical obstacle to the force of this 
argument, as all the depth psychologies have demonstrated. What man is really aware 
of all the involuntary processes going on within him? Who is conscious of the intricate 
mechanism of his mental processes, of that by which his food is assimilated and digested, 
of the circulation of his blood, of the arterial distribution of nourishment to every 
bodily organ? All these are purely involuntary processes. To a large degree also are 
his resistances to life. Man has surrounded himself with a crystallized shell of pre
judices and ill-conceived fantasies, an armor which affords no entrance to the light of 
life without.

What wonder he ails? What wonder he is So ill and impotent, helpless and poor?
What should there be surprise that the average individual is so unable adequately to 
deal with life?

The first step towards freedom and health is a conscious realization of the vast 
spiritual reservoir in which we live and move and have our being. Repeated intellectual 
effort to make this part and parcel of one's mental outlook upon life automatically 
breaks down or dissolves something of the hard inflexible shell of the mind. And then 
life and spirit pour in abundantly. Health spontaneously arises, and a new life begins 
as the point of view undergoes this radical change. Moreover, it would appear that the 
environment attracts just those people who can help in various ways, and precisely those 
amenities of life which had been longed for.

The second step lies in a slightly different direction. Regulated breathing —  
quite a simple process. Its necessity follows from the following postulate. If life 
is all about one, all-penetrant and all-pervasive, what more reasonable than that the
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very air ve hreathe from one moment to another should he highly charged with vitality? 
Our breathing processes we then regulate accordingly. We contemplate that life is the 
active principle in the atmosphere. During the practice of this rhythmical breathing 
at fixed periods of the day, there should be no strenuous forcing of the mind, no over
taxing of the will. All effort must be gentle and easy; then skill is obtained. We 
let the breath flow in while mentally counting very slowly —  one, two, three, four. 
Then we exhale counting the same beat. It is fundamental and important that the ini
tial rhythm begun, whether it be a four or a ten beats count or any other convenient 
one, should be maintained. For it is the very rhythm itself which is responsible for 
the easy absorption of vitality from without, and the acceleration of the divine power 
within.

Immutable rhythm is everywhere manifest in the universe. It is a living process 
whose parts move and are governed in accordance with cyclic laws. Look at the sun, the 
star8, and the planets. All move with incomparable grace, with a rhythm in their inex
orable times. It is only mankind which has wandered, in its ignorance and self-com
placency, far from the divine cycles of things. We have interferred with the rhythmic 
process inhering in nature. And how sadly have we not paid for itJ

Therefore, in attempting to attune ourselves once more to the intelligent spir
itual power functioning through nature's mechanism, we attempt, not blindly to copy, 
but intelligently to adopt her methods. Make, therefore, the breathing rhythmical at 
certain fixed times of the day when there is little likelihood of disturbance. Cul
tivate above all the art of relaxation. Learn to address each tensed muscle from toe 
to head as you lie flat on your back in bed. Tell it deliberately to loosen its ten
sion and cease from its unconscious contracture• Think of the blood in response to your 
command flowing copiously to each organ, carrying life and nourishment everywhere, pro
ducing a state of glowing, radiant health. Only after these preliminary processes have 
been accomplished should you begin your rhythmic breathing, slowly and without haste. 
Gradually, as the mind accustoms itself to the idea, the lungs spontaneously will take 
up the rhythm. In a few minutes it will have become automatic. The whole process then 
becomes extremely simple and pleasurable.

It would be impossible to over-estimate its importance or efficacy. As the lungs 
take up the rhythm, automatically inhaling and exhaling to a measured beat, so do they 
communicate it and gradually extend it to all the surrounding cells and tissue. Just 
as a stone thrown into a pond sends out widely expanding ripples and concentric circles 
of motion, so does the motion of the lungs. In a few minutes, the whole body is vib
rating in unison with their movement. Every cell seems to vibrate sympathetically.
And very soon, the whole organism comes to feel as if it were an inexhaustible storage 
battery of power. The sensation —  and it must be a sensation —  is unmistakable.

Simple as it is, the exercise is not to be despised. It is upon the mastery of 
this very easy technique that the rest of this system stands.

* *

"The Art of True Healing" was a collector’s item for years but is 
now being re-issued by Helios Book Service, 8 The Square, Toddington,
Nr. Cheltenham, Glos., England, price 8/6d or $1.75. The contents in
clude the use of the Middle Pillar technique of visualization and rhyth
mic breathing that is the basis of the Practical Kahala. Yet it is pre
sented in such a way that no previous knowledge is required nor any ex
cursion into the depths of occult science.
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BIRTH CONTROL IN HISTORY
By V. Leff 

From "The Humanist" April 196̂

Sex without fear of pregnancy? The controversy rages in the correspondence col
umns of our Sunday newspapers. In these enlightened days people are still capable of 
saying in all seriousness: 'I am not a Catholic or particularly religious, but I re
gard these practices as morally wrong and inimical to a happy marriage relationship.'

A Catholic doctor such as Dr. Anne Biezanek faces strong criticism by advocating 
and teaching methods of birth control. And despite widespread advertizing and the leg
al sale of contraceptives many people in our country are confused or uninformed. In 
Connecticut it is still forbidden to open a birth control clinic, and in France it is 
illegal to sell contraceptives to women. However, the sale of male-type contraceptives 
(permitted as a protection against venereal disease) reaches the figure of more than 
twenty-one million a year in France.

While moralists, philosophers, and religious people of all creeds have debated the 
subject for centuries, ordinary people everywhere have searched desperately for the sol
ution to a very cruel conflict. Regular sexual gratification is physically and emo
tionally needed by most people, but in satisfying this natural need great misery can 
be caused to women burdened with too much child-bearing. Poverty and hunger is still 
a world problem because of over-population and the future looks very grim if the atti
tude to birth-control does not become more realistic.

With this great social problem as a framework, the story of the endless search 
for effective means of birth control is vividly illustrated by many examples in a re
cently published book, "Contraception through the Ages", written by Dr. B. E. Finch 
and Hugh Green (Peter Owen, 25s).

The authors remind us that it was not until the seventeenth century that Leeuwen
hoek, the Dutch microscopist, saw spermatozoa in the seminal fluid of human beings; 
only then was there a scientific foundation on which base the practice of birth con
trol, replacing the trial and error methods used for thousands of years.

The extraordinary variety of measures used in ancient times were based on a mix
ture of shrewd observation and blind faith in magic and suggestion, but in spite of 
the many failures social pressures have constantly driven people on in an attempt to 
help themselves out of their difficulties. As far back as prehistoric times there is 
evidence of the people trying to avoid having too many mouths to feed. 'In a cave at 
Combarelles scenes are sketched on the wall from the lives of those who had made these 
caves their homes. One of these is of a man and woman engaged in the act of coitus, 
and the male seems to have covered his penis with some form of coat.'

A typical example of how necessity is indeed the mother of invention is given in 
the case of Australian aboriginal tribes who live closely together on land which can 
nourish only a small population. To keep the numbers down, some youths in each genera
tion are operated on to make them infertile. An investigator in the nineteenth cen
tury discovered that some of the young girls of a Queensland tribe had their ovaries 
removed and then served as prostitutes for the men of the tribe.
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In most of the examples given from all over the world and in all periods it is 
usually women who have had to undergo often humiliating,disgusting, and frequently pain
ful and dangerous means of preventing conception. Their endurance and patience is a 
measure of the horror with which they viewed the difficulties of unregulated parent
hood.

WOMEN'S RIGHTS AND ANNIE EESAOT
In an interesting chapter on contraception and the law Annie Beaant is rightly held 

up as a memorable champion of women. Defending herself with Charles Bradlaugh against 
a charge of depraving public morals, she spoke for many generations of women: 'Mothers 
plead with me to save their daughters from the misery they have themselves passed thru.*

Some of the rough-and-ready measures of birth control described in the book were 
effective, but nevertheless, despite the brutalizing influence of fear and ignorance, 
the urge for greater humanism in their lives has always moved people to new endeavors. 
The authors suggest that there is at least one instance in history when all nations 
and classes have been united in the same cause, and that is to control effectively and 
safely the fertility of the race by a method that is painless, and the aim has been to 
find an effective oral contraceptive'.

The chapter dealing with this particular search is the best and most inspiring sec
tion in the book. From the Solomon Islands to Europe, from the Cherokee Indians to the 
Eskimos, from the ancient Greeks to present-day Americans, all types of concoctions have 
been tried, made from herbs, roots and tree-barks, among many things, and now from horm
ones to synthetic chemicals. Many of these are described with a fascinating glimpse of 
the chain of investigations which finally produced the modern triumph known today as 
the 'oral contraceptive'.

No woman today should have to suffer through the exercise of the natural sexual 
drive.. The more information that is made available, the sooner all women will have 
within their reach the freedom and dignity to which they are entitled.. Governments are 
engaged with the problems caused by over-population, and cheap and easy birth control 
has a social significance of great importance, but it is still an individual responsi
bility and each person must take a share.

This book is not a complete social history of the subject, but by increasing know
ledge and doubtless stimulating further interest it serves to promote social welfare and 
the equally important end of individual human happiness.

* * *
BIRTH CONTROL VOTE DELAYED IN OAKLAND

Oakland, Calif., March 4, 1964 {LA Times): The Alameda County 3oard 
of supervisors held a two-hour hearing Tuesday on a grand jury recommen
dation for an '’aggressive4* birth control program among welfare recipients 
but postponed a vote on the proposal until March 26. Supervisor Robert 
E. Hannon of Castro Valley strongly opposed such a program. He claimed 
it is an improper function of government, that it would amount to spon
soring *'free-love1’ clinics and that it hasn’t cut down welfare costs 
where it has been tried elsewhere in California. Hannon is one of four 
Catholics on the five-member board. The proposal was referred to the 
board’s health, education and welfare committee, headed by Hannon, for

(Continued on Page 15)
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THE VORTELLA PROJECT

By Egerton Sykes
In the following are given details of one of the most 
important scientific achievements of the decade, toge
ther with a list of ancillary projects now in hand.
The first Vortella is now on the point of completion.
It stands about ten feet high, has a dozen or more 
miles of electric wiring in it and represents the cul
mination of several years work and investment. In it 
we have the answer to the ever rising cost of jet air
craft with their enormous fuel consumption, as also of 
the steady increase in the length of runways.

As could be expected such a scientific break through 
has met with but a cold reception from the pundits, who 
are unwilling to admit that it is only their ignorance 
of basic scientific principles which prevented them from 
inventing it themselves.

Those seriously interested can write to "Vortella1' 
care of the Editorial Offices of PENDULUM, 31 Kings Road,
London, S.W.3.

VORTELLA. (A brief summary)
The name of the 'Vortella" (a combination of the words "vortex" and "umbrella") 

has been given by the inventor to the apparatus for lifting and propulsion in the air, 
and also for the propulsion in the outer space, which is described below.

In the air this is done by producing an air vortex, and consequently a fall of air 
pressure, in front of the Vortella, and thus giving rise to the force from the normal 
ambient atmospheric pressure at the opposite side. The secondary, but still very impor
tant effect of this vortex, co-axial with the vortella, is the formation of a toroidal 
vortex. In this the air moves from the front of the Vortella towards the zone of the 
reduced pressure, due to the centrifugal force, where it is deflected by the latter 
towards periphery, wherein the air flow turns forward, thus leaving the zone of the 
centrifugal force and moves there centripetally, as a result of the pressure of ambient 
atmosphere from the back of the Vortella and from its sides. Thus the air flow about 
its axis.

So long as the pressure upon the back of the Vortella just balances the weight of 
the aircraft, and the latter thus remains suspended in the air, the vortex consumes 
only the power required to cover the losses due to the air friction and its viscosity. 
V/hen, however, the aircraft moves axially, the toroidal vortex ceases to be self »con
tained, even theoretically, since it sucks in the air from the front of the Vortella 
and exhaust it from the back, thus acting partly as a conventional screw propeller, 
consuming in this way the power required for the propulsion in the proper sense, in 
addition to the losses.

Like the conventional screw propellers, the Vortellas should be installed in pairs 
with the opposite senses of the rotation of the votices, in order to prevent the over
turning effect upon the aircraft.
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Much more effectively than by mechanical propellers with appropriate forms of 
blades, the vortices of the Vortellas can be produced by means of rotating magnetic 
fields generated by polyphase electric currents, entraining (in accordance with the 
Lenz law) the air which is ionized (and consequently made a partial conductor) through 
the action of electric field of high intensity. In principle, this is similar to the 
action of polyphase current in the ordinary induction motors. The difference will only 
be in the frequency of polyphase current (of the order of 3000 cycles per second, in
stead of 50 cycles) and the necessity of the high voltage for the ionization in the 
case of the Vortellas, which of course, is not required in the induction motor. By this 
means it should not be difficult to reduce the air pressure in front of the Vortellas 
by 75$ in relation to the atmospheric pressure, which will produce the propelling force 
of tons per sq. rat. Therefore the Vortella propelled aircraft would not require 
any wings, since the surface of the gondola alone will provide more than sufficient area 
for pressure.

In its construction, the Vortella can consist of a column of discs, made of glass, 
perspex, or another suitable insulating material, with copper nets sealed therein, sep
arated by airgaps maintained by appropriate distance pieces. These nets form the H.T. 
supply terminals of the opposite signs, thus producing this high intensity electric . 
field bringing the air into rotation, and thus producing the air vortex, is generated 
by a more or less conventional polyphase winding, enveloping the column of the discs at 
the periphery, with a fairly wide distance between the conductors, so as to leave suf
ficient space for the air motion. In order to provide a more suitable shape to the 
vortex, the discs of the column are made of a smaller diameter at the front of the 
Vortella, increasing gradually towards its back (thus forming a kind of truncated con
oid).

The conversion of the electric power in a conventional form, generated in the 
aircraft, into the form required for the Vortella, can be produced by a set of conven
tional electronic valves or controlled semi-conductors.

In the outer space, the action of the Vortella will be substantially the same as 
in the air, but of course, with the reduction of the ambient atmospheric pressure, the 
pressure of the air will be more and more supplanted by the electrical pressure, and ; 
the air vortex by supplanted by the vortex of ions. Since the density will be lower, 
the required field velocity and the frequency of the current will materially increase.
On the other hand, the high voltage for the ionization will be required less and less.

Thus the Vortella can be used for the lifting of the craft vertically from the 
ground, propelling in any direction in the air as well as for the travelling in the 
ionized layers and in the outer space.
A LIST OF PROJECTS IN THE LABORATORY
1. Control of crystallization and chemical reactions

(a) Technological applications, such as desalination of sea water, converting 
graphite into diamonds, etc.

(b) Biological and therapeutics, including experiments on live tissues and also 
experiments on small animals, and eventually experiments on larger animals, 
including human beings. This will require a larger version of the present 
apparatus, a more direct association with the medical research establishment 
from the very beginning of these experiments and, when it will reach the stage 
of experiments on larger animals, a complete transferring of these invest
igations to the appropriate institutions.
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2. Vortella (An apparatus for the propulsion of aircraft and spacecraft, including 
the direct vertical lifting from the ground).

3. Power generator, converting the heat into electric power, without moving machinery. 
U. An electric Loom, where the weaving is done by electric forces, without the using

of moving mechanisms.
5. Heat Pump, for heating, cooling and ventilating buildings, and also for refrigera

tion.
6. Variable Speed Electric Transmission Gear. To be used in the automobiles, diesel 

electric trains, and also in the ship propulsion.
7. Apparatus for the electric power separation and for the smoke abatement.
8. Some spectroscopic investigations relating to the theory of gravitation.
9. A radiotelescope and radar based upon the Whirl Theory of light and matter.
Note: It is proposed, after demonstrating the feasibility of the basic methods of 
these research projects, to attract the participation of other scientists and insti
tutions, who will carry out further investigation.

All these research projects involve using polyphase alternating currents. The 
Laboratory is equipped with generators of such current for a wide range of frequencies, 
from a few cycles to ̂ 00 megacycles per second.

* * *

OAKLAND 3IRTH CONTROL VOTE (Cont. from Page 12)
study before the March 26 meeting. The grand jury recommendation was 
endorsed by officials of the countyvs Planned Parenthood League, which 
operates private birth control clinics with financing from volunteer 
contributions. Dr. Donald Minkler, medical director for the league, 
maintained that preventing unwanted children from being born is a gov
ernmental responsibility. He conccded fear that county-supported birth 
control will increase immorality is an "honest concern". He contended, 
however, that such a program would not affect morals nor attempt to deal 
with the problem of illegitimate births.

WITHOUT 3EGINNI1IG OR END
", . . If you could realise yourself as being without beginning and 
without end, then you might commence to do things worth while. It is 
a wonderful consciousness, that consciousness of eternity. Small 
troubles seem indeed small to him who things of himself in terms of a 
million years. . . Do not think of yourself as having lived a million 
years or a trillion years, but as truly immortal, without beginning or 
end. The man who knows himself to be rich is richer than the man who 
says that he has a certain amount of money, be the amount large or 
small. So rest in the consciousness of eternity and work in hhe con
sciousness of eternity. . . "

Judge Hatch
* * *
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SCME REASONS WHY RUSSIA MARKED TIME
ON MORE 1WBÍD SPACE FLIGHTS

A Letter by a Danish BSRAssociate, 
Hans Lauritzen, to a Florida Borderlander

Mr. Clarence Van Vredenburgh
Editor-Director SENS3TRQN SYSTEM OF TF SKILLS, COUNSELING 
Box 1126
St. Augustine, Florida 
U.S.A.

Esteemed Clarence Van Vredenburgh:
Thank you very much for your letter of June 15, 1963» Already in the summer of 

1961 I received your letter together with your Sensitron System Manual 2. I did not 
understand so much of it at that time, but even if I have travelled to new places, I 
have kept your writings with me, and today I understand better what you mean.

You write: "Stop-thoughts are the common thoughts." Yes, when people have a 
problem to solve, they are of the opinion that it is necessary to concentrate on it.
They concentrate on it by a continuous keeping of their attention on the question or 
problem. They fear to lose the problem from their mind or attention. Thqy* concentrate 
just like tightening a muscle; by that they lock the problem up, so that they cannot 
form any thoughts. When finding the solution to a problem, we have to relax the brain; 
we ourselves just have to wait and see how the brain automatically finds some resolu
tions. Your system of "Consciousness, Difference, Exposure, and Response" is very 
good.

You write: "Thought Energy is the control of all other energies." Our universe 
is filled with so many different forms of energy, that we cannot find a common formula 
for them. Electromagnetic energy is the control of all physical matter (atoms), and 
physical matter is emitting electromognetical energy. Electromagnetic energy is an as
sociation of physical, matter with infinite mass (electro) and of magnetism with double 
polarity (kind of kinetic energy). The universal free kinetic energy (a kind of dou
ble polarized magnetism) controls all movements of all physical matter, and physical 
matter is emitting free kinetic energy (both single polarized as magnetism and double 
polarized as repulsive force).

Thought Energy is not directly associated with matter. Matter cannot directly 
emit Thought Energy. Many people are of the opinion, that thoughts are the result 
of different constellations and arrangements of the atccis and molecules in the brain 
and nothing else. But since telepathy now is officially recognized, or just on the 
point of being recognized, it must be clear to everybody (as it has been for researchers 
for years), that a special thought energy must exist. But where should it be placed 
in our system of energies?

It cannot be placed yet; we know too little about it still. It seems that it is 
to some extent related to double polarized magnetism.. I call this magnetism. Usually 
this term is not generally accepted as it cannot be measured directly; we can only see
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some of the effects such as gravitation, repulsive and attractive forces.
Double polarized magnetism is issued during the orbiting, rotation and pulsation 

of the particles. When particles receive or absorb double polarized magnetism, they 
increase their rate of orbiting, rotation and pulsation. The universal free kinetic 
energy comes from an sides of the universe and goes in all directions; some of it is 
absorbed when passing through matter or at least its movement is slowed down.

The particles act as transformers, because the kinetic energy is transformed into 
single and double polarized magnetism. An object near the surface of the earth receives 
less kinetic energy, because the earth has absorbed a great deal. An object out in space 
receives more kinetic energy because it comes from all sides, and this object can emit 
more single and double polarized megnetism. Thought energy seems to act as double pot 
arized magnetism, but as it only can be sent out from intelligent beings, it must, to 
some extent, be tied up with the life fields of living cells.
ORIGINATION

Now we have to put the question: Is the origin of the thought-energy the cosmic 
free kinetic energy, which has been transformed in the particles of the cells and again 
transformed by the life fields or maybe only modulated? If so, it is a matter of course 
that this thought-energy also can have a certain influence on the physical matter, at 
least the same influence that ordinary double polarized magnetism has. The effect of 
this double polarized magnetism which has been transformed is rather weak, and as the 
thought-energy seems to be even weaker, its influence on physical matter is nearly 
negligible. Therefore it is essential to find out, whether an increase of the influx 
of cosmic free kinetic energy into the living brain cells will increase the power of 
thought-energy.Humanity found this out many years ago. The answer was affirmative.

When the distance between a man and the earth is increased, the shielding effect 
of the earth will be lesser, he will receive more cosmic free kinetic energy, the pow
er of his thought-energy will be stronger, so strong that it has an influence on phy
sical matter. If he fears that the windows in the cabin will break through, they will 
break through. If he fears that some unknown force will destroy the instruments and 
the furniture, some unknown force will destroy the instrucents and furniture.

This phenomenon happened to the first Russian astronauts, who were lost in space 
because some unknown force destroyed the cabin and instruments. As you probably know, 
some radio amateurs caught an emission from a Russian spaceship, where a man said that 
something strange had come into the cabin; and even if it was invisible, it was destroy
ing the instruments.

Later on the Russians learned, that it was necessary to hypnotize the astronauts, 
so that they only thought of the things they had to do. The Americans knew this before
hand on account of the experiences with pilot reaction in high altitude. The pilot's 
thought power increased so much, that his consciousness sometimes extended to where he 
even had the impression of being outside the cockpit looking to all sides. He was 
able to see himself inside the cockpit]

So all American astronauts have been hypnotized in order to avoid such things. But 
if man has to travel farther away from the earth, his brain power will increase corres
pondingly, and the slightest fear or thought of something unpleasant can destroy him
self or the spaceship. It is supposed that even if the astronauts are hypnotized, such 
things will happen. So the brain of the astronaut has to be continuously controlled,
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so that he only thinks and acts as he should..
ROBOT ASTRONAUTS?

The only way to do this is to build into his brain small radio sets 
which are controlled from earth. Now we have a human robot, who only- 
thinks and acts as the radio set commands him to do. Unfortunately, 
this is the only way to travel outside the earth to the moon or planets, 
though maybe in the future we will find something else.

At the congress of the International Astronautical Federation in 
Paris this summer (1963), United States researchers admitted freely 
all this but the inhabitants of our planet seem to have understood noth
ing of it. American scientists will experiment along this line, but 
the Russian premier, Khruschev, has said that Russian researcher^ have 
given up on this problem.

It has been established that thought-energy has a certain influence 
on other energy forms; but on the other hand, other energy forms have 
a certain influence on thought-energyJ It is the merit of the present 
civilisation that it is now able to establish the complex interactions 
between the many different energy forms.

You write: "Let us stop living by words which make people foreign
ers to each other. We have an American college which teaches relations 
of words to facts, and student I.Q. there has risen 15#." I agree with 
you. The present way of communication by words is certainly not the 
highest way of communication for a higher intelligence. I do not mean 
that words are superfluous; we will always be in need of them for common 
expression in the daily life. But when we have to pass on complex scien 
tific information, we cannot make other persons understand what we ex
actly mean. . . Because words are always subjective and not objective 
as many people think. . . Behind nearly every word we will find hidden 
a subjective understanding, and not only this, but many words have in 
themselves a strong expression of subjectivity, something artificially 
created without any relation to nature.

We have to develop a geometry and trignometry of complex symbols 
containing the description of scientific development, so that man's 
subconscious will not be clouded with misunderstanding, as is the case 
with words. The symbol way of expression will pass information over to 
the subconscious. In that way his whole intelligence will concentrate 
on the higher wisdom in the symbol, giving the same reaction from in
dividual to individual.

You mention our Danish Doctor of Philosophy, Poul Goos. I have 
read several of his books, for instance "Hinsides ver verden"," which is 
built on "New Worlds Beyond The Atom" by Langston Day. Last year I 
visited Poul Goos and got a test in his laboratyry, after which I bought 
a DelaWarr apparatus, Mark VIII. Unfortunately I have had lesser time 
at my disposal, so I have not reached far in personal examinations,

Simcerely, Hans Lauritzen, Hojdegradet 30,
Valby-Copenhagen, Denmark
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MAN, THE BIO-MAGNETIC ANIMAL
By Joseph F. Goodavage 
From "Fate" July 196k

A New York City gynecologist and cytologist, Dr. K. E. MacLean, is the first M.D. 
to use an electromagnetic activator in the treatment of advanced cases of cancer. So 
far, although he has confined his treatment strictly to those cases which are consid
ered "hopeless," the results have been remarkable.

"Cancer cannot exist," MacLean claims, "in a strong magnetic field.” The interest
ing side-effect of repeated exposures to magnetism, on human beings aside from its bene
ficial effect as a cancer treatment, is the restoration of pigmentation in the hair of 
many of his patients —  in most cases from a silvery white to its former natural color.

Dr. MacLean's full head of hair is dark brown; he has been exposing himself to a 
36OO Gauss magnetic field daily for about five years. He is tall and athletic-appear
ing and looks to be about U5 years old. He is 6k.

His discovery could revolutionize the present concept of the aging process. For 
the first time, Einstein's energy-mass equation has been applied to the practice of 
medicine. MacLean's application of a magnetic field seems to relieve pain from any 
cause and to help speed the human organism's return to normalcy. He has shown it to be 
equally effective in treating most kinds of arthritis, rheumatism and bursitis. After 
five years he has not discovered a single adverse side-effect from exposure to a straight- 
line magnetic field.

There is evidence, however, that when the human organism is exposed to two lines 
of powerful magnetic force intersecting at right angles, the effect can be disastrous.

Physicists and electrical engineers discovered this remarkable fact during exper
iments with intense magnetic fields used to energize particles in an early atomic exper
iment at Holyoke, Mass. According to unconfirmed reports, several technicians died as 
a result of exposure to two lines of magnetic force which were set up in X-cross fashion.
BICMAONETIC INFLUENCE ON LIFE

From "Pendulum" June 196̂ : In December 1963 we sponsered Gail Woodham, 1703 Holly 
Oaks Lake Road West, Jacksonville, Fla., in a "Science Project", showing the effects of 
a common magnet on a family of white mice. Dr. Gordon of Orlando, manufacturer of 
Electromagnetic instruments, Dr. Rowland of the Rowland Laboratories, and myself. I 
prepared the basic findings and tests outlines. We together assisted Gail, whose .-father 
built the necessary equipment, and aesisted Gail with this very technical project, was 
very proud of Gail when in the 900 entries in The Science Project, Gail’s "Magnetic 
Effects on Life" Project came in with third prize and Honors. Prior to The Duval pro
ject, the Chairman of The Duval County Board of Public Instruction Committee of Judges 
wrote to me asking that I serve with the other Doctors and Professors on a Committee 
of Judges. I declined as I could not, I felt, as a sponser of one of the larger pro
jects. It would not have been right for me to be in a position of Judge, in all fair
ness to the other Students' Project Entries. Dr. Gordon brought a complete short 
motion picture here and presented a showing for Gail of how the magnet effects animals, 
and how it can be used in treatments. Dr. Gordon is now in charge of a program for
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retarded children, and is using the Electromagnetic Treatment program to help them. Mrs. 
Jacqueline Kennedy, President Kennedy's fine vife, is interested in this project also.
As you know the late President's early child suffered from a similar complaint. The pro
ject showed that in the south pole field of a magnet the mice were sloppy, fat, untidy 
and careless, and contracted complaints. In the north field they repaired the complaints, 
were sharp, sensitive, well mannered, careful of their young and quick to learn. This 
may in some respects show the effects of the magnetic forces on people, and what is to 
he found in outer space in the space probing by man.
"VITIC", THE PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF CAR30N AND MAGNET . .

The helpful affects of magnets and magnetic fields was one of Meade 
Layne's earliest concerns in the borderland field. His first article on 
it was in Round Robin, Vol. 1, No. 3. This was later incorporated into 
a brochure with other material on this fascinating therapeutic subject, 
and with significant observations by the Inner Circle, in a BSRA brochure 
titled "Vitic", This is now BSRA No. 11 in our publication list and 
sells for 50ji. Meade learned about Vitic in reading Brian Brown's "The 
Dynamic Power of the Inner Mind", Doubleday, Page, N.Y., 1924, and Brown 
in turn picked up most of his information from A.E. Baines1 "The Origin 
and Problem of Life", published in 1921 in London by Routledge & Sons 
and in New York by E.P. Dutton.

Baines was concerned with the aging process in man and especially 
"the gradual failure of generation of nerve force’*. He was an Egyptolo
gist, too, and often visited that section of the British Museum.

"In the bygone days of Egypt's greatness," Baines writes, "scienti
fic attainment was confined, or almost confined, to the priestly commun
ities, and they kept it from the outer and unlearned world under the 
veil of an elaborate symbolism. Even then it appears likely that the 
search for the Elixir of Life had begun. . . When, therefore, I noticed 
that a statue of one of the priests was shown holding a cylinder in each 
hand, my curiosity was aroused and I determined upon investigation. That 
the reigning Pharaoh was similarly equipped merely suggested reasonable 
concession on the part of the priesthood, and in no way negatived the 
supposition that the cylinders or short rods had some purpose or func
tion of an important nature. . . Diligent enquiry of the authorities at 
the Museum elicited the astonishing fact that nothing was known of the 
purpose or meaning of the rods. . . Years of experiment followed. . . 
finally it was found, by accident, in carbon. Hard carbon such as is 
used in arc lamps will give out a certain amount of force which, experi
ence has taught us, is not to be distinguished from nerve force. But 
if the carbon is treated in such a manner as to cause a violent distur
bance of its molecules and then specially hardened, the force evolved by 
it is greatly augmented, and the rod becomes a real source of power, a 
power that is so readily absorbed and stored by the unipolar ganglion 
cells that a five-minutes charge remains effective for at least twelve 
hours. . .

"In an article in 'The Practitioner', in June 1914, Dr. J. Horne 
Wilson wrote of this discovery of mine: 'In this connection (nerve deaf
ness), I may mention that a rod of carbon, which has its molecular*con
dition altered in a similar way to that of iron when it is converted into
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a magnet, has a most remarkable effect on the body deflections. If held 
in the right hand it produces an off-scale positive deflection, and an 
off-scale negative if held in the left hand. If held in contact with 
the right side of the body for five or ten minutes, it makes the hand- 
to-hand deflections strongly positive, and has exactly the opposite ef
fect if held on the left side of the body. What this force is I do not 
at present pretend to say, but it has a marked influence on the elec
trical condition of the body, though no direct influence upon the ter
minals of the galvanometer. It evidently charges the body with a force 
akin to nerve energy, as it is retained for a much longer period than 
electricity is.
DOTH STIMULANT AND SEDATIVE, THE CARBON ROD

"In another article, in *The Medical Times1 of July 25, 1914, the 
same author wrote: ’This form of energy will raise the nerve currents 
to normal. The rod held in the right hand acts as a stimulant without 
any depressing after-effect, and in the left hand as a sedative. Under 
its stimulating influence the nervous system is generally benefited; 
mental fatigue rapidly disappears, and morbid conditions such as neuras
thenia, insomnia and feeble action of the heart readily yield to it.

™The second cylinder shown in the left hand of An-Kheft-Ka was 
probably of minor importance and was not of the nature of carbon, as 
that would have neutralized the charge. It was, I have little doubt, 
fashioned from a piece of magnetic iron ore. Magnetism applied to the 
left side of the body stimulates the heart action, but only so long as 
the body remains within the magnetic field. The properties of magnetic 
iron ore —  and perhaps these properties —  were knwwn to the Chinese 
in olden times, and also to the earlier Greeks who, as likely as not, 
gained their knowledge from the Egyptians. If two rods are held, the 
carbon in the right hand and the permanent magnet in the left, the ef
fect is accentuated; but while the charge imparted by the carbon endures 
for some twelve hours, that exerted by the magnet ceases to be opera
tive upon relinquishment.1,1

Included in the Vitic brochure are two interviews with members of 
the Inner Circle, through Mark Probert, in 1949. The Yada di Shi»ite 
affirmed that both carbon and magnet should be used, one in each”hand, 
to copplete the circuit, but his approval of its use was qualified:
"To many this use of the carbon-magnetic mixture is good; to others it 
is not good —  because you are attracting to your body metallic vibra
tions. . . Some find it highly poisonous to the system; to others it is 
rejuvenating."

At another seance rhe Control was asked if carbon alone was effec
tive? "No, because then you have only the negative energy. "For some 
people it is not good, for the carbon emanation gets into the system 
and acts as a stimulant too high for them, and prevents their sleeping." 
He was also concerned about some people holding the carbon in the left 
hand because of "t6o strong a drawing on the heart'.1.

"The magnet is the acting force upon the cells of the body," the
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Control continued, "and it attracts the carbon. There ia an emanation 
surrounding the carbon. As long as you do not enter into the magnetic 
field the carbon emanation has affpct; but when you do come into that 
field, the emanation has a strong pull; the magnet pulls the emanation 
into the body. If you are holding an electric wire and have no ground, 
it does not make a complete circuit; so, the carbon is the 'ground* for 
the magnetic current."

"Then there is such a thing as a magnetic current?"
wYes, there is a magnetic current, not electric. Your original 

current once came about through what I call static electricity. . . "
FROM COUNT WALEWSKI'S "CAUCASIAN YOGA"

Associate Margaret Meehan kindly furnished us with these appropri
ate and significant quotes from the Count's rare manuscript. She was 
moved to offer this to us after lecturer and Associate Heather Buckley 
brought an improved version of a magnetic converter to the Science Fair 
at the Harmony Grove Labor Day Convention, More about that later. Right 
now let's see what Count Walewski has to say about Vitic.

"IX L ARCANE. Recharging nervous energy. A way used in ancient 
Egypt for strengthening of currents of energy within the body. It was 
shown in the figures, using the second Master Arcane exercise. Two 
rods clasped in the hands of standing figures, were the grips of tremen
dous power, akin to electricity (secondary electricity), which when the 
grips were held in the hand released this energy into the body, to be 
stored in unipolar ganglias, and spinal fluid, raising the potential of 
energy 100$, and lasting for a day and a night, 24 hours.

"The rods were two in number and of different compositions. One 
generally to be used in the right, another in the left hand. One having 
the power of the Sun, another the power of the Moon.

"The Sun rod of Power is composed of hard coal (carbon) specially 
hardened, in which the structure of the molecules is changed the way the 
molecules of iron are changed when converting iron into magness. (To 
convert iron into magness, the structure of iron molecules is changed 
by re-crystallization process, hardening, then it will retain the mag
netism.) The process of hardening is heating to high temperature and 
then instantly cooling by submerging in water. (The rods of hard coal 
prepared for the electric arc lamps are excelent as Sun rods of Power.)

"The hardened rod of coal can be inserted in a copper" tube, with 
both ends open or closed. (Length of rod six inches, diameter one inch 
or according to the grip of the hand.)

"The Moon rod of Power is composed of hard lode stone, or pressed 
lode stone, (it may also be a rod of magnetized hard iron or steel —  
magness. The Moon rod of Power can be inserted in a zinc or tin tube 
with both ends open or closed. (Length and diameter same as Sun rod.)
The Moon grip or rod works as a kind of catalyst, to bring the Sun grip 
or rod into more powerful action.
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THE POWBR OF AURICHALCUM „ . '
"Grips and rods of power were known and used in the most remote 

times," continues Walewski, "and secrets of preparation of them were 
known to few initiates- The mysterious metal (bronze) auricalcum has 
tremendous power* and is composed of five metals, each having a defin
ite color, white, black, red, blue and yellow. It is radioactive, and 
in it hides the mystery of immaculate conception. Proportion of the 
metals is even. Then comes electron, composed of gold and silver,(40% 
gold and 60% silver), then a combination of silver 75% and zinc 25%; 
combination of copper and zinc, and also copper and tin. (Many combina
tions of bronze you can make figuring out planets and their relations 
and properties. Sun, gold; Moon, silver; Saturn, lead; Jupiter, tin; 
Mars, iron; Venus, copper; Mercury, mercury. Also minerals, coal, lode- 
stone, beryl, amber, tourmaline, rock crystal, hematite, etc. (Here 
text contains drawing of two figures using rods, one figure is standing * 
with a rod in each hand, one is sitting in the Egyptian meditation posi
tion, on a chair, back erect, feet flat on floor, hands on knees, with 
rods on knees. MM) The Egyptian master system postures for recharging 
the nervous energy, one should be relaxed and following the direction 
of the Sun. Objects shaped in different symbolic forms are also used 
throughout the world, like Babylonian maies (iron with silver inlay, 
with horned human head and head of the bull). In Tibet is used dorgee, 
etc."

This is from the first and probably only edition of Count Walewski»s 
"A System of Caucasian Yoga", Library of Congress Catalogue No. 55-11356, 
Copyright 1955 by The Falcon's Wing Press, Indian Hills, Colorado, all 
rights reserved. The 127 page book is a facsimile reproduction of the 
Count's handwritten manuscript, with over 150 diagrams and illustrations 
by the author.

The editor’s preface states: "Count Stefan Colonna Walewski's outer 
life was that of a well-known collector and dealer in oriental art and 
antiquities and in anthropological curios. His shop, Esoterica, was 
not only a famous New York connoisseurs' landmark but the gateway of 
another world, in which magick, demons and talismans were as real as 
subways and neon signs. The Count firmly believed that he attracted 
these strange objects to him by a sort of higher magnetism of which he 
knew the workings; and his unrivalled collection seemed to prove his 
point*

"Few knew, however, that behind Count Walewski»s constant kindnes
ses to his fellow man and his expert knowledge —  the two main facfefcs 
of his external life —  there lay an intense inner life and search for 
life's most hidden secrets. Few knew that before the 1920s, in the Cau
casus mountains (between the Black and Caspian seas, on the border be
tween Turkey and Russia) he had been vouchsafed some of those secrets 
by two initiates of a rarely encountered secret society, which combined 
indigenous doctrines and those of yoga with teachings stemming from a 
mystical tradition of ancient Zoroastrianism. Walewski never saw his 
teachers again, and he himself assumed no personal credit for their 
teachings, which were merely handed on to him under oath not to reveal 
the source. Their instructions, received in Persian and Russian, were

*
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*transcribed in a manuscript notebook from his' own notes by the Count, 
when he later arrived in America, coming first with a Polish diplomatic 
commission. The English of the transcription is halting and the ortho
graphy often incorrect as Count Walewski possessed but an imperfect 
knowledge of English at that time.

"However, we have considered it best to give the reader the manu
script in facsimile rather than any »improvement» on it, which will de
stroy or at least vitiate its unique character. There was all the more 
reason so to present the work when, shortly after releasing it for pub
lication and disposing of the manuscript to a private collector, Count 
Walewski passed on, leaving no one who could possibly answer all the 
enigmas connected with the system of development discussed in it. Nei
ther the publisher or editor can assume any responsibility for the views 
hereinafter expressed nor necessarily endorse them. They are presented 
solely as shedding light on a little known island of ancient views pre
served in the border regions between East and West and as a documentary 
contribution to a special field of religio-magical literature.

"The following pages are exact reproductions of the Walewski manu
script on Caucasian yoga and secret doctrine —  teachings the very exis
tence of which was not known at large to either Europe or America. There 
is now loss chance than ever of their even continuing to exist, as the 
parasitic fungus-like growth of Lenin's anti-democratic, Communist 
counter-revolution seeks to destroy all spiritual or religious thought 
within its borders. Hence the recording of these ideas, techniques, 
and teachings in permament form can at least serve to prevent utter des
truction and oblivion for a little-known island of human thought and 
investigation,

"It is worth while to feel that the Count's patient collecting and 
recording of rare information was not for naught, and that in these 
pages we also possess a tribute to a man not merely skilled in his un
usual field of specializatinn, but a man who had a good word for all his 
fellows and revealed to those who were fortunate enough to know him well, 
a great heart."

C.A. Muses 
Colorado, 1955

SET YOUR MIND AT REST
The Walewskis, the Blavatskys, the Edgar Cayces, the Max Heindels 

come and go but the Mysteries go on forever. Each generation of mankind 
can and must create its own verions of the Mysteries of existence suited 
to its needs. These precious documents —  and the Mysteries are price
less —  serve their purpose among the Teacher's followers and then are 
hoarded «way or gather dust in private libraries. Regret them not when - 
they are lost. This crystallized wisdom has little inspiration for suc
ceeding generations. The Secret Doctrine must be continually updated; 
always remember that yesterday's magic is today's science! What was 
lost in the Caucasus mountains in the Russian revolution of 1917 is 
alive today in America. From the Inner Planes Walewski*s initiate 
teachers are free to inspire their students of another day, now incar
nated in American bodies in 19641 And who is going to stop them?

*
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THE EVER-PRESENT "INNER CIRCLE»»
Our own Guides, Initiates, Adepts, Guardian Angels —  whatever you 

choose to call them —  can and will load us down with all the occult 
information we are capable of handling, and more? Open the door and“ 
the flood of Light overwhelms you. This Vitic information and the de
vice for concentrating it in the body are a perfect example of such 
guidance•

It was no accident that Heather Buckley was moved to bring her 
borderland gadget to the Labor Day Convention'. It wasn't just coinci
dence that Margaret Meehan told me there of her precious Walewski 
»»manuscript” and offered to copy out the significant portions relating 
to Vitie and send them to your editor for inclusion in this Journal. 
Heather told us that details for the magnetic converter or charger 
came through a medium in the Pomona area, and that it was originally 
designed by Dr. Anton Mesmer, who held clinics in Vienna and Paris and 
published his first work on the effects of magnets on living organisms 
in 1766] However, the information through the Pomona medium did not 
include the use of the carbon or Sun rod to complete the circuit; for 
this we can thank Meade Layne and the Inner Circle.

VITIC

i*11

ALNICO ^ 
Magnets, a 
horseshoe type.

The MOON Rod, of iron 
^  or steel

Lakhovsky Circuit 
or wire loop, copper

12 in.

11

i »
I I

Wooden Base and stand ----6 irn—
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IIOW TO KAKE THE »VITIC" DEVICE
The drawing on the preceding page'is pretty much self-explanatory 

to the handyman. Your director put one together out of scrap parrs in 
a couple of hours. The Sun Rod of hard carbon is not shown'in the ~ 
drawing as this is separate* though I found it'handy to make a wooden- 
trought across the front end of the wooden base to hold the carbon when 
not in use. Then the unit is all together.

If you have any ideas about obtaining 3600 gauss magnets for this 
device, better forget ’em for the time being. We priced a 3600 gauss 
Alnico magnet at a Los Angeles magnet company. It was over $5001 The 
Mesmer design suggests that the magnets be strong enougü to pick up at 
least lbs. We settled on a parr that cost wholesale about $9 each.

It may be that Alnico is the modern version of the ancient Auri- 
chalcum —  or'blend of metals suggested in the Walewski manuscript.
Alnico is made up of certain combinations of Aluminum, Rickie and Cobalt. 
These metals by themselves are non-magnetic, but just before World War
II some genius discovered that these three metals, mixed together in 
powdered form, could be highly magnetized while in a molten stare? And 
the magnetic field is permanent; it doesn’t lose strength as does an 
ordinary iron bar or horseshoe magnet. This is why we recommend using 
Alnico magnets in our Vitic and they are the most expensive item.

Graphite is a harder form of carbon and may be more efficient than 
carbon in this specific application of building up a quick charge of 
”mana» or vitality in thé body. Welding shops have carbon and graphite 
rods, also motion picture supply houses —  the carbon arc rods for the 
projection machines. An inch in diameter, or 3/4 in., about six inches 
long is a good hand size.

Remember, this is borderland research and no standards or signifi
cant body of data has been established yet. You are on your own, just 
a* with the Multi-Wave Oscillator of Lakhovsky. The best part about 
Vitic, though, is that it produces no interference with radio, TV or 
ether electronic equipment. This is a higher or different order of 
energy, electronic in nature but impossible to capture and measure with 
standard equipment.

We used pine boards for our base and stand,“and chose Alnico mag
nets with holes drilled or cast at the top of the'curve, as shown in 
the drawing. This made it easy to mount the magnets and it also allows 
them to be swiveled around to any setting for experimental purposes.
The distance between the magnets and the wire loop around the Moon rod 
are all speculative. We know these approximations are good enough for 
a beginning because the dozens of people tried on it so far have almost 
without expeption felt an increase in nerve energy within a minute or 
two.

Mesmer’s design called for a perfect circle of bare copper wire,*" 
#12 gauge or larger, with a quarter inch gap at the top. My immediate 
reaction to this was an attempt to produce a one-loop coil, similar to 
the Lakhovsky belt, and for the same purpose, to set up oscillations in
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•
\ the magnetic field. The need for oscillating or pulsed current in body 

chemistry was established 40 years ago by Dr. Abrams. So we use heavy 
insulated copper wire and overlap it about an inch, thus creating a 
true coil. It doesn't really matter if the wire is steel or copper, 
bare or insulated, but if the ends touch and are uninsulated, this 
shorts out the coil and makes it useless.
THE MOON ROD

Walewski's instructions call for an iron rod covered with copper. 
This combination isn't likely to be commercial available, at least it 
wasn't at the steel supply companies in Los Angeles. They suggested - 
having steel rod copper plated, which doesn't come cheap. 3/4 in. cold- 
rolled steel rod can be purchased at machine shops and hardware stores, 
also copper tubing large enough to slide the rod in. Another way is 
to paint the steel rod with a couple of coats of copper or bronze paint. 
This is what I've done. Mesmer also suggested copper-covered iron rod.
HOW TO USE ''VITIC5'

Individual human needs are so different and varied that no predic
tions or authoritative instructions as to most affective use can be 
given. Some people are in such a condition or are so sensitive to this 
magnetic-carbon energy that they react to it as soon as they are in 
circuit. At the’ Labor Day convention one woman was on crutches because 
of a leg injury from an automobile accident. Her right knee was in 
pain. She told us that as soon as she put her hand on the Moon Rod of 
Heather Buckley's gadget, the pain in her knee disappeared. The pain 
returned soon after she took her hand off. Heather didn't have the 
Sun Rod of carbon to complete the circuit, even, or it probably would 
have been more effective.

It is most likely that you should sit or lay in as relaxed a con
dition as possible while in circuit. If nothing else, you'll be more 
aware of the subtle energy as it flows in through your hands and wrists. 
Sit comfortably on a sofa with the magnet stand close beside you so 
one hand can rest comfortably on the Moon Rod. Let the other hand lay 
on your lap or thigh with the Sun Rod held loosely —  so there is as 
little tension as possible. Take your mind off of what you are doing 
by watching TV, talking to friends or reading. If you were tired be
fore getting in circuit, after a few moments you'll realize that much 
of the tiredness seems magically gone. This has been my experience 
and that of others. So Vitic does seem to be a ready, potent and in
exhaustible source of vitality or mana.

This nerve energy derived from magnet and carbon seems to be a 
balancing force. A BSRAssociate with years of experience in radionics 
built one of these Vitics and experimented on friends. He took readings 
on them and discovered various chronic conditions. T0 his surprise, 
when he put each subject in circuit with Vitic the condition seemingly 
disappeared! At least he could get no resistance to his finger on the 
rubbing plate. This meant a zero or neutral reading for that condition 
at that time; Snd another thing, if you experiment with this before 
going to bed, dont be surprised if you get so charged up with vitality 
you cant sleep. That was our experience the first few nights.
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Our first opportunity to make some measurement of the effects of 
Vitic occurred at our 3SRA Workshop in Los Angeles, Oct. 2, 1964 at the 
Hermetic Science Center, 138 N Manhattan Place. Mrs. Eleanore Person 
had been given a Mathison Electro-Psychometer, a highly sensitive gal
vanometer which registers minute voltage changes in the human body.
We had no way of measuring the magnetic output of the Vitic device but 
We should be able to show a difference —  before and after —  with this.

I set the instrument on the "B" Scale and took a reading on each 
person as they came into our Faraday Cage Workshop. Then each was put 
in circuit with Vitic and another reading ta&en. Of the 14 measured or 
tested, eight showed a change on the Falling scale and six showed a 
change on the Rising scale. The first figure after the name is the

METER READINGS ON "VITIC"

"Before Charge" reading ; the second is the "After Charge" with Vitic:
FALLING BC AC RISING BC AC

Agnes Underwood 2.01 2.00 Florance Verrico 2.45 2.58
Eleanore Person 2.50 2.20 Jack Waer 2.00 2.16
Riley Crabb 2.32 2.10 Rose Lundquist 2.10 2.20
Lydia Howard 2.05 2.01 Bertha Sale 2.40 2.69
Rene Person 2.375 2.30 Oliver Howard 2.03 2.05
Reio Nagel 2.30 2.20 J. Berlanga 2.075 2.15
Mr. Jonasson 2.50 2.20
Mrs. Jonasson 2.325 2.19

The fact that Dr. J. Horne Wilson, in his experiments with carbon 
in 1914, got right or left readings which went off-scale, indicates 
that he was using a much more sensitive instrument than we were. Our 
tests that Friday night did seem to verify Dr. Wilson's report of 50 
years ago and the Psychometer readings tend to support what almost 
everyone reported, that they felt some physical reaction after being 
put in circuit with Vitic.

We hope that many of the Associates will take up this new border
land research tool with enthusiasm and start testing themselves and 
those of their friends who are willing to be "guinea pigs" in the search 
for Truth in this area. Reports will be published in the Journal. 
Heather Buckley has promised us a transcript of the Seance where Dr. 
Anton Mesmer came through to describe his device. This will be in the 
November-December Journal.

For those of you who want to take part in this Vitic project, and 
who cannot spare the time and trouble to locate the necessary parts, 
we'll assemble them all in kit form for you, post and tax paid for 
$30.00. This will include the three pieces of the wooden stand, the 
Lakhovsky circuit, the necessary nails and bolts, a steel Moon Rod, 
a carbon Sun Rod, and a pair of horseshoe Alnico magnets of the neces
sary strength, and also a copy of the diagram on page 25 to guide you 
in assembling it.

Just keep us posted on the results of your experiments.
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C l ips , Q uotes  S  C omm ents
HE PREFERS VITIC TO MWO

"Personally, while feeling the passage of the high tension flow 
from the antenna of the Multi-Wave Oscillator, I found no beneficial 
effect. On the other hand, the Associate with whom I obtained the MWO 
realized definite improvement. He has kept up the use and told me 
lately that he is feeling steadily better and lays the improvement to 
the use of the outfit. Some years ago I had frequent conferences (thru 
a medium) with one who was said to be Madame Blavatsky. During the 
course of these talks she dismissed the subject of electricity as of 
little value in comparison with a study of magnetism. That in the study 
of magnetism lay the secrets of many valuable matters. I am led to re
fer to this because I recently obtained relief, and apparent cure, from 
a troublesome irritability of the bladder by the use of a magnet. Other 
treatments had been of no value. I made no report of this until the 
fact was definite. The use of the magnet was experimental and came from 
the suggestions of a Chicago University specialist in the subject, re
layed to me via various Biomagnetic reports and some correspondence.

Associate A.N. Onymous 
Dixie, U.S.A.

This letter from an elderly Associate was dated Sept. 3, 1964. It 
certainly provides an interesting and stimulating commentary on the 
material in the preceding pages of the Journal. Interestingly enough, 
we’ve had many reports of successful and continued relief of irritating 
bladder and prostate conditions from exposure to the MWO. In the Vitic 
device we now have a borderland gadget that is far less troublesome to 
bnild and to operate. How affective it is remains to be proven.
ANSWERS FOR AN ANXIOUS ASKER

"1. Are the seances of Mark Probert still being held and would it 
be possible for me to have his address?

2. The Inner Circle was to have written a book, The Rise and Fall 
of Man. Has this book been written; what is the title and how much does 
it sell for?

3. Mr. Crabb states that in 1960 he made contact with the Inner 
Circle and I would like to know if he still has this contact and what 
are the latest teachings?

4. We have just heard that a new sun is forming in our Galaxy.
Have you any information on this?"

Garda Sieg
Ft Lauderdale, Florida

1. Yes, Mark and Irene Probert are still holding public seances 
every Friday night when they are home, at the same apartment address,
931 - 26th St., San Diego, California. They also hold private seances
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on request and for a reasonable fee. If»you ̂ cant be present in San Diego 
for such, your written questions can be read by Irene and answered by ? 
the Inner Circle through Mark, and the whole seance recorded on tape 
and sent to you. Write to them directly about details as everything is 
now handled by them through their Kethra E Da foundation.

2. Yes, the book was written and issued in two parts in 1950 under 
the title of "The Magic Bag" in mimeographed form. Last year Mark and 
Irene finally succeeded in having it reissued, .in one printed book, with 
hard covers and containing black and white copies of Mark's color paint
ings of most, if not all, of the 16 members of the Inner Circle. This 
sells for $7.50 a copy. Order the book from Mark and Irene Probert.
3SRA does not handle it.

3. Yes, I believe the Inner Circle was and still is the Power 
behind BSRA, and that individual members of this Circle can be contacted 
by visualizing them and by calling their names. I believe it is their 
job to respond to such calls because they have said so many times. How 
much or how little can be communicated to you or to anyone is a matter - 
of individual sensitivity and preparation. With the help of other Asso
ciates we have succeeded in transcribing the 1960 notes referred to
and now have them mimeographed as a BSRA brochure, available to anyone 
who wishes to review our efforts and to judge for themselves whether 
genuine contact was made. We decided to call it "An Attempt at Cosmic 
Mediumship". This latter term is used by Dion Fortune to describe an 
active, fully conscious blending of minds, as against the passive, trance 
condition of physical unconsciousness of the medium. This new BSRA 
brochure is 42 pages, including introduction, and sells for a dollar.

4. Yes, in the early Probert seance material, the Yada di Shi'ite 
and other members of the Inner Circle did occasionally refer to the 
coming great change in our Solar system, that it would become a Super
nova, a blazing, brilliant star in the Milky Way galaxy. This would 
be a Cosmic initiation for the Being who created our little system of 
planets. But how soon this would be in terms of our earthly time the 
Yada would not venture to guess. My own hunch is that it is hundreds 
of years in the future.
THE SUN TAKES A MATE

More detail on what actually may be in store for us during the 
Great Change of our Solar system can be found in Dino Kraspedon's "My 
Contact With Flying Saucers". On page 52 in the Chapter "God, Matter 
and Energy" the Visitor gives an interesting glimpse of magnetic attrac
tion and repnlsion at the Cosmic level:

"The new Sun is a body of monstrous proportions which will shortly 
become visible in the direction of Cancer. It will not, however, emit 
any light as the light of a Sun only becomes intense when it enters into 
a secondary magnetic field such as our solar system. It deforms space 
around itself, and generates currents which give rise to its brilliance.
If it were luminous beforehand, its light would set up a force of re
pulsion, and it would be deflected from its path. With no luminosity 
it becomes subject to the pressure of our Sun, but its own momentum will
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-> ensure that it enters our system. It will first be seen as a reddish
* light, later turning blue,’ After reaching the area of the large plane

tary bodies, it will encounter the repulsive force of the Sun, but in 
its rear it will then have the weight of large bodies, also imparting 
seforce of repulsion to it in the opposite direction. The force of the 
repulsion of the planets behind it, the light it gives off and its great 
mass will cause the present Sun to move farther away from the magnetic 
center of our system. Then the two Suns will settle down in their new 
orbits, the one of greater mass and lesser light being nearer the center.
W E »LL BE MOVING OUT»

’’The two Suns in the solar system will create difficult problems.
The orbits of all the planets will be changed. Mercury will move into 
the area between the present orbits of Venus and the Earth. Venus will 
move out to a position between the present orbit of Earth and Mars. The 
Earth will feel the effect before the new Sun settles down in its defin
itive orbit. As the luminosity of this body increases, the pressure of 
this light will cause the Moon to move out of its orbit, and it will 
settle in a position that will turn it into a planet. With this dis
placement it will take with it part of the etheric mass of the Earth, 
which will impart to it a stabilised movement. (In ’’Secret Doctrine”, 
H.P. Blavatsky says that the Earth and the Moon now share one Etheric 
Double. RC) The Earth, in turn, under the pressure of the twin Suns, 
will move out into the area now occupied by the planetoids (between Mars 
and Jupiter. RC). In short, there will be a general displacement of all 
the bodies belonging to our system. Pluto will be ejected from the sys
tem, and will wander through space until it finds some new haven.”
A SHOWER OF ROCKS

We may pick up a new moon, one of Mars* satellites, says Kraspedon»s 
Teacher; but if it comes in against the rotation of the earth it will 
shatter against our protective Etheric shell and shower Europe, North 
Africa, Asia Minor, southern N0rth America and northern South America 
with 50 lb, rocks ’’which will lay waste these areas. After that, every
thing will become normal again and we shall have a new sky in which to 
ttavel, and you will have a new Earth.”

’’When will this take place,” asked Kraspedon, "in the distant future
”It will be very soon, toward the end of this century. . . Many 

people will vanish forever from the face of the Earth but a small com
munity, obedient to the laws of God, will remain, and present suffering 
will cease. There will be peace and abundance, justice and compassion.
, , The Sun which is to come will be called the Sun of Justice, . , "

Cataclysmic changes in the solar system and between the planets 
prophesied above may have taken place more often in the past than ortho
dox science is ready or willing to admit. Immanuel Velikovsky»s schol
arly and awe-inspiring "Worlds In Collision" was published in 1950 and 
elicited enthusiastic and favorable comment from the Inner Circle when 
Meade Layne mentioned it. Apparently the Mayans went underground to 
save themselves from such an end. All this is covered in the latest 
BSRA Seance brochure, 10-K, 1950 Series, now ready for release.

*
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IN MEMORI AM >. „** •
We had been looking forward to a visit with Regional Director Wm.

S. Dugan and his family, from Galveston, Texas, during the Labor Cay 
Convention at Harmony Grove. On their way westWednesday, Aug. 26th 
their Cadillac left the road near Lordsburg, New Mexico and rolled over 
three times. Bonnie Jean, 6, was killed instantly. Mrs. Iris Dugan 
was in coma over 30 hours before passing on. The other daughters, Dar
rell Lynn, 18, and Iris, 16, were pretty badly battered but are recover
ing rapidly, and Bill suffered a broken collarbone and bruises. A mem
orial wreath from BSRA and the Bo*rd of Directors was despatched for 
the burial services in Galveston, Sept. 1st, attended by over 300 rela
tives and friends.

The value of our philosophy is amply demonstrated in times of shock 
and loss like these, where feelings of grief and anguish are balanced 
by knowledge of the irresistible rhythms which drive us in and out of 
the flesh, beyond that the co forting assurance that we are not alone 
on either side of the Veil! The family had attended many a seance at 
Mark Probert's apartment in San Diego, and had entertained the Proberts 
at their home in Galveston. The Dugans were well acquainted with the 
Inner Circle and Bill and the girls look forward to contact with their 
mother and Bonnie in the near future. Following is the prayer that sus
tained him in the pain-filled hours in Hidalgo Hospital, Lordsburg.

M0h, God, Great Creator of the Universe, thank You for all our 
Many blessings, keeping the ones we need and sending 
The rest on their way.
Bless in love all our loved ones and more especially Iris Patience 
And Bonnie Jean who we love so dearly. May they progress and 
Have everlasting Light. Bless them in love forevermore.
Let the Great Light shine on all of us on both sides of the plane, 
Guiding our every desire and every act, revealing to us the 
Way our feet should travel, and the pattern our lives assume.
Bless us all in love and may the God-power pour down upon us 
As we sit and know that we are a part of God.
Bless you in love, oh Great Power of the Universe. Bless in 
Love all Angels, Arch-Angels, Spirits and departed ones everywhere 
Our blessing in love goes out to everyone.

Amen.
REPORT ON THE LABOR DAY CONVENTION

We had a grand time meeting again with Associates and fellow bor- 
derlanders at the Grove and most of the credit for a variety program 
of good speakers and lecture-demonstrations goes to our co-chairman, 
and Vice-president, Florance Verrico. Many of these are on tape and 
we hope to get a list of recordings and subjects drawn up and published 
in the near future. Transcribing them and cutting stencils for publi
cation is another matter, requiring time and help we do not have at 
present. Attendance at the Labor Day gathering was off considerably
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^and expenses were higher, &o *r€ went in the hole almost $80,on this one.
INCOME; Donations $488.91 EXPENSES: Harmony Grove

Memberships, 40$ of donatinns $195.54
& sale of lit.__80.50 Honorariums : 300.00'

$569.41 Food, transp., printing,
lecture tapes, 153.09 

,”$648.63~
Anyhow, it was fun; we won new friends, and influenced some people. 

There are no plans for any further BSRA meetings at Harmony Grove this - 
year. Nothing has been decided for 1965 either as there has been a con
servative reaction to our progressive program by the older members of 
the Harmony Grove Spiritualist Association. In view of this it might 
be well for us to change our program to fit the changing times and travel 
more in 1965. We have standing invitations from several parts of the 
country, to go there and meet with Associates and fellow borderlanders 
who find it inconvenient or impossible to come to Southern California.
UNDERSTANDORAMA AT HARMONY GROVE IN NOVEMBER.

Our friend and Associate, Bob Crichton, is planning another Under- 
standorama at Harmony Grove for the weekend of Nov. 14-15, 1964, with 
a full program of New Age speakers. These include Flying Saucer contac- 
tee Maria Graciette Elliot, the authority on Zoraster and Sanscrit wis
dom Dr. Bode, Gayne Meyers, and Col. Arthur J. Burks, also Hal Wilcox 
and Dr. Nelson Decker.

/ * • * i ., • , * / **.<*• >
By the way, Col. Burks1 newest book on metaphysics and philosophy 

is just off the presses of the K Publishing Company, Parkside Station,
PO Box 16247, San Francisco, California, beautifully written,' beautifully 
printed, 172 pages, $5.00 a copy. Order from the Colonel or from the 
K Publishing Company.
»COLOR AND MUSIC IN THE NEW AGE"

Speaking of books, the latest from the pen of Corinne Heline on 
the correlation of sound and color is out, $2.50 a copy, soft covers,
117 pages, New Age Press, Inc., 1544 Cerro Gordo St., Los Angeles 25.
In Part I Mrs. Heline gives the Astrological Correlations between colors 
and the Signs of the Zodiac; Part II is concerned with the Mystery of - 
White and Black; Part III tells of New Age developments in Color Therapy, 
Color Psychology and Color Music; Part IV suggests color-music for the 
Four Sacred Seasons and their climaxes: The Spring Equinox, the Summer 
Solstice, the Autumn Equinox and the Winter Solstice, with appropriate 
compositions of Handel, Wagner, Mendelssohn, Bach and Schubert for each. 
Part V deals with "Nature's Inner Plane Ceremonials" and Part VI with 
the reactions of certain Sensitives to Wagner's "Die Valkyrie",
"BORDERLINE, THE MAGAZINE WHICH DARES THE UNKNOWN"

At long last Southern California has a legitimate magazine which,
I hope, will pre-empt some of the borderland areas which have been the 
sole domain of our Journal of Borderland Research. After long years 
of such juvenile questions as: Did Atlantis exist? Have you ever lived 
before? Is there such a thing as Telepathy? I gave up reading "Fate
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Magazine” a long time ago. One would have'* thought that with all their 
earnest searching since 1946, Curtis Fuller, Mary Fuller, Ray Palmer, 
et al, would have found some positive answers; but no, their editorial 
quest is still unchanged.

"Borderline" takes the refreshing attitude that some of these 
things are true and have been proven; let’s go on from there. An Asso
ciate handed me a copy of Vol. I, Nol 1 at Harmony Grove, the September 
issue, 60$ a copy; $7.00 a year, published monthly by Sherbourne Press,' 
7863 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles 90046. Executive Editor is Sydney Omarr, 
a Hollywood astrologer, I believe. Astrologer Carl Payne Tobey is a 
contributing editor. The magazine is Digest size and 130 pages.

Associate Fred Kimball is the subject of a 12-page article by Carl 
Randall, "The Man Who Reads the Mind of Animals", and it’s a good one. 
The lead article is really an editorial on the Borderland by the grand 
old moral rebel of the 1920s, Henry Miller1 Joseph Goodavage has an 
article on the pre-visions of Kennedy’s assassination, "We Tried To Save 
the President". Gerald Heard gives a "History of Psychical Research". 
Frank Edwards tells of how he "Told the Truth and Was Banished", and an 
unsigned article "Astronauts and ESP" claims that "astronaut John Glenn 
received telepathic (ESP) messages while circling the earth in a satel
lite: these messages enabled him to return safely to earth. The mes
sages reportedly were not ’word messages’ telling him what to do —  but 
were ’picture communications,’ showing Glenn how to accomplish his re
turn. . . BORDERLINE was told: ’The Air Force will, on an official level 
deny that ESP is being seriously considered and investigated at this 
time. But, unofficially, the program continues.’. . It is planned to 
utilize ESP to communicate with ’unknowns’ which might be encountered 
when a Moon landing is accomplished. . . Academicians highly placed in 
the government are trying to block these efforts (to publicly finance 
an ESP program). . . The Soviets, as of now, are ahead of us in research 
into the use of ESP in space programs."
THOSE LAKHOVSKY CIRCUITS AT WORK

"About the Lakhovsky wire circuits, there is no other way to ac** 
count for the consistently maintained energy I receive. I wear one all 
the time as do several others I know, all of whom report amazing re
sults. One man past 80 finds it peps him up too much, so he wears it 
intermittently,”

Howard D, Clark 
Yucca Valley, Calif.

FLYING SAUCER SPEEDS AGING PROCESS
One of the most factual, best edited Saucerzines to cross our desk 

is Robert J. Gribble’s "N.I.C.A.P. Reporter”, monthly, published at 
5108 So Findlay St., Seattle, Wash. 98118, $1.50 a year, 8 pp mimeo. 
Here’s the fascinating lead item from the September issue, a clip from 
the Albuquerque, New Mexico "Tribune” for June 29, 1964:
Girl Who Saw UFO Is Growing Taller -- Is it normal for a 10-year-old

girl to grow 5^ inches and gain 
25 pounds in a single month? Mrs. Max Stull said today that her 10-
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year-old daughter, Sharon* hai* done just that during the past month.
Mrs. Stull said she is worried because her daughter's growth began just 
one month after the girl suffered eye burns while gazing at a strange, 
egg-shaped object in the sky here on April 28. Sharon was treated at 
Bataan Memorial Hospital at the time for eye and facial burns. The 
child said at the time that her eyes began to burn after she spent five 
or 10 minutes watching the UFO from the Lowell School grounds. Mrs. 
Stull said today that her daughter has recovered from the eye burns, 
although she still must wear dark glasses in the sunlight and can only 
read a few paragraphs in a book before her eyes begin to smart again.
The daughter's personality and habits have changed during the sudden 
growth. "A month ago she was just a child who liked to play with dolls, 
Mrs. Stull said. "Now she is suddenly mature and grown-up, cooks meals 
by herself, cleans house and takes care of the younger children." Sha
ron, at the time she saw the UFO, was 4-feet 8 in. tall and weighed 85 
lbs. Today, Mrs. Stull's daughter is 5-feet 1^ in. tall and weighs 110 
lbs. —  and is still growing fast. Mrs. Stull said Sharon has out
grown all her clothes and quickly outgrows new clothing and shoes. "I'm 
so confused I dont know what to believe." Sharon, who will be 11 in 
October, sat quietly as reporters interviewed her mother. Asked how 
she felt, Sharon replied, "I just feel funny." Mrs. Stull said that a 
scientist from Tucson, C.E. Lorenzen, visited and talked at length with 
Sharon one weekend. A Los Angeles physician offered to examine and 
treat the child free of charge if the family can get her to Los Angeles 
this summer. She and her husband are not financially able to do this. 
Sharon has never been checked for possible radiation burns. "I know 
she definitely saw something in the sky that day, but I dont know what. 
It has been a nightmare ever since, wish she'd played hooky that day."
THE LOS ANGELES WORKSHOP

No definite results yet in our Project Mind-Over-Matter at the 
Hermetic Science Center, 138 N Manhattan Place. We meet the first and 
third Friday evening of each month, 8 p.m. Donation $1.25 toward hall 
rental and refreshments. We are reviewing Dr. Andrija Puharich's "Be- 
yohd Telepathy" chapter by chapter, as a working text. A regular rou
tine of concentration exercises, relaxation and breathing has been set 
up; the purpose is to build a powerful charge of mana to activate the 
sensitive electronic equipment built by the Director for the Project,

As our group unity and purpose build up we will be less and less 
interested in having metaphysical shoppers stop by just for the hell 
of it. One such character showed up Friday night, Oct, 2nd, Our rou
tine must have pulled the Veil aside for him, just enough to give him 
a glimpse of some of the beasts in his own subconscious, a Dweller on 
the Threshold; for just while we were in the third part of the routine 
he shattered the Silence by jumping up; he mumbled some apology about 
"having to pick up a relative", and headed for the door, fast. If 
there had been any prospet of a successful demonstration that night, 
he wrecked it. It wont take many experiences of this kind to convince 
the serious Associates in the Workshop project that if we wish to get 
past a certain point in our efforts, we'll have to close ranks. Mean
while, if there are any of you willing to make the necessary sacrifice 
to get a similar Workshop project going in your area, let me know.
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NEWLY PUBLISHED SEANCE MATERIAL
BSRA NO. 10 - I(, Part 4 of the previously unpublished 1950 series in

which Sister Theresa Vandenberg and Noya, two of the 
four Women members of the Inner Circle, give their views on life from 
the other side, one as a nun from 19th Century Brooklyn, the other as 
an American Indian. Discussion of cataclysmic activity and what causes 
it between Meade Layne and Professor Luntz, and a host of other subjects 
from Lesbianism to proton smashing, from the real meaning of the Virgin 
Birth to the real cause of Cancer, by the Yada di Shi’ite, Lao Tse, Ra
mon Natalli and the women. Other subjects include the Higher Self, wo-' 
men’s rights, Christ, accident-prone, Etheric Guardians, nature spirits, 
elementals, detachment, self-realization, chemical rays, cyclotrons,'
Dr. Koch, guilt-complex —  8^x11 mimeo, 49 pages, post & tax pd.. $1.00.
"An Attempt at COSMIC MEDIUMSHIP” —  by Director Riley Crabb, contacting

members of the Inner Circle for a 
trial period of four months, August through December, 1960. 36 paggs 
of notes on the problems of telepathic communication and of managing 
BSRA, plus a five-page introduction explaining the tell-tale character
istics of messages from different Planes, 8^x11 mimeo...........$1.00
BSRA NO. 11 - VITIC. THE PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF MAGNET AND CARBON

This 13-page brochure put together by Meade Layne is now 
50$ if you want it this way, but after we add the Vitic material in 
this October Journal and the coming Nov-Dee Jaurn^l with the Dr. Mesmer 
seance notes and other important info on magnetics, it’ll be $1.00.

* * *
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